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DARUSH SHAITAAN

ITS SHAITAANIYAT IS NOW EXCEEDING ALL BOUNDS OF SHAITAANIYAT

The designation “Darul Ihsan” for a flagrantly shaitaani body is indeed an extremely deceptive
misnomer. The appropriate name for this evil organization is
Daar
ush Shaitaan (The House of the Devil).
This devilish body is incrementally displaying its shaitaani fangs with its evil and haraam
activities designed to ensnare females in its lewd tentacles.

In flagrant violation of every rule of Shar’i Hijaab and in blatant disregard for the Qur’aanic and
Sunnah proscription on female emergence and exhibition, this vile Darush Shaitaan has
advertised its proposed haraam function dubbed “Activity Day” at a public school for young
females in its own words:
“For
teenage girls ages 12 to 20”.
In Shar’i terms this haraam ‘Activity Day’ for females is a Day of Zina.

Indeed luring out from the homes young girls to participate in haraam activities at a public
venue boggles Islamic imagination and credulity. This Day of Zina organized by Darush
Shaitaan demonstrates that the eyes, ears and hearts of the organizers are sealed. There
appears to be no scope in their hearts for hidaayat or for heeding naseehat.

Islam forbids its females from attending even the Musaajid for Salaat which is a solemn act
executed in a sacred abode, the Musjid. Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) warned that
when a woman emerges from her home, shaitaan lies in ambush for her. A woman who applies
perfume and emerges from the home has been described as a prostitute by Rasulullah
(sallallahu alayhi wasallam). There will be no shortage of flamboyance, colour and Satanism at
the satanic party organized by the agents of shaitaan.
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According to the Hadith, after her home, woman’s best place of hijaab is her grave. The Qur’aan
commands women to remain glued inside their homes. The dead body of a woman has to be
draped with six shrouds and when it is lowered into the Qabr, it has to be compulsorily shielded
and hidden from the gazes of people with a large sheet held over her body like a canopy. Every
ta’leem of the Deen for woman carries the message of Ikhfa (concealment).

But in diametric contradiction, Darush Shaitaan lewdly promotes female emergence and
exhibition. The Shayaateen of Darush Shaitaan have as highlights of their satanic outing for
girls stupid ‘juice making, mendhi demo, fitness demo’ and similar other displays which in the
circumstances are acts of obscenity for Muslim girls. The convoluted brains of these
shayaateen morons fail to understand that the La’nat and Ghadb of Allah Ta’ala settle on them
and the girls who will be leaving their homes to participate in the haraam shaitaani ‘activity day’.

This evil ‘activity day’ is nugatory of every demand of haya and hijaab. But they shamelessly
and falsely state:
“All
activities will be carried out within the Hijab rules.”
These jaahil molvies of Darush Shaitaan have absolutely no understanding of the meaning of
Hijaab, hence they have made this moronic statement about ‘hijaab rules’. If they possessed
even a hazy idea of the meaning of hijaab, they would not have conducted themselves so
shamelessly as to lure girls out of their homes. Whereas Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam)
described the remotest and darkest corner of the home as the best place for a woman to
perform Salaat, the Devils of Darush Shaitaan invite young girls into the streets to attend their
mal’oon
shaitaani ‘day of activity’. They will not escape the
Athaab
of Allah Ta’ala for this treasonous act of satanism which they are passing off as an ‘Islamic’
function.

The ‘day of shaitaani activity’ is a perfect example of Talbees-e-Iblees (Deception of Shaitaan).
Iblees has cast his spell on the brains of the evil molvis of Darush Shaitaan. He has adorned for
them their villainy with deceptive arguments, presenting zina and shaitaaniyat under Islamic
guise. The vile molvis of Darush Shaitaan have become experts in deception, misguidance and
shaitaaniyat. They are adept in organizing functions which promote female exhibitionism and
lewdness. Their obsession with female functions and enticing females into the public betrays
the perverted state of their brains.
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It is indeed a sad indictment that those who are supposed to be Ulama have become agents of
Iblees. Their brains have become scorbutic with an insanity inflicted on them by the touch of
shaitaan, hence they perceive the stepping stones of zina as being ‘Islamic’. The so-called
‘islamic’ function of Darush Shaitaan is a deceptive substitute for true shaitaaniyat (satanism).

Any Muslim who applies his mind cognitively will not fail to discern the shaitaaniyat of this
haraam ‘day of activity’. The satanic objective of this haraam event is the destruction of the hay
a
of
the girls. Dangling the chimera of ‘Islam’ in front of the stupid females is most treacherous and
spells disaster for their
akhlaaq.

The Darush Shaitaan mob has become satanically qualified in spinning hallucinated ‘benefits’
to suit their own baatil narratives. They conjecture and fabricate ‘benefits’ for their haraam
activities which they pass off as ‘Islamic Services’ when in reality they are promoting Shaitaani
Services. Every outdoor activity for females, especially such as these western-emulated
functions, is haraam and a dimension of zina.

They sink into the dregs of stupidity with silly ‘juice-making techniques’ and ‘mendhi demos’.
They should hang their heads in shame for their disgusting conduct which is the epitome of
absurdity spawned by the bestiality of their lustful nafs. The mothers of these girls are adequate
for imparting the lessons of juice-making and mendhi application – acts which have to be
incumbently learnt within the privacy of the home confines.

The Qur’aan and Ahaadith are explicit and emphatic that fitnah is the consequence of female
emergence, female exhibition and female expression. Manipulating the
naaqisaatul aql
species for lustful objectives is most lamentable and disgusting. Advertising the satanism with
the deception of ‘islamic’ hues multiplies the disgust manifold. These Darush Shaitaan molvis
are scraping the bottom of the barrel of immorality by beguiling silly females and luring them out
of their homes in diametric conflict with everything the Qur’aan and Sunnah command with
regard to female concealment within the confines of the home. The mock ‘hijaab’ which Darush
Shaitaan advertises is deception and shaitaaniyat to pull wool over the eyes of an unwary and
unsuspecting Muslim public. They have indeed surpassed the Ulama-e-Soo’ of Bani Israaeel in
the arts of evil and villainy. May Allah Ta’ala save the Ummah from the villainy and evil of the
Ulama-e-Soo’ who suck and exsiccate the life-blood of the Imaan of the ignorant masses with
their stratagems of shaitaaniyat.
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